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a message from the

General Manager
Hard to believe 2015 has almost come to a close! First, I

want to take this opportunity to thank everyone for their
hard work and dedication in 2015.  Over the past year we hit
some bumps that certainly weren’t expected; however, we

worked through those to come out on top.  Unfortunately,
we had to endure some short work weeks and idle days,

but thanks to everyone’s commitment we were able
to maintain our core team and get back to
 “normal” the last couple months.  This was not
an easy task and if it were not for our strong
team we would not have been able to pull it off. 
2015 had some really bright spots and provided
for great learning experiences.  For the first time in history two facilities 2,000 miles

apart were able to share ideas, design and build a wet barrel hydrant tester that won
the McWane Ergo Cup.  This is not an easy accomplishment with everyone working

on the project in one location, but to be able to do it while working that far apart
goes a long way in showing just how good we are and how united our team is.

We were also able to improve our on-time delivery, to what I believe is,
record levels while delivering our product in the shortest time in recent
 history.  Again, no one can do this alone; it takes a team of very talented
individuals working toward the same goal.

In 2016, we will be focused on addressing those quality issues that seem
to pop up much too often.  Not often enough to cause a major disturbance

but still annoying to us, and even more so to our customer.  An area we know can
be improved. As I have told our sales team, I really want them to be able to focus

100% of their time promoting and selling our product rather than defending it, so we will
be doing a little fine-tuning in this area.  We will call 2016 “the year of the customer,” we
will continually focus on opportunities to improve their satisfaction while hopefully
 increasing their orders.  As I have said before, you know your job better than anyone, if
you see an opportunity to improve the quality of our product, even a little bit, I would love
to hear about it.  Improvement, no matter how big or small, is still improvement and a
 positive for business, our team, and our customer. They leave permanent marks on our
 organization and our future.

Again, THANK YOU for all you have done this year!  I can’t stress enough how great of
a team we have here.  I hope everyone is able to enjoy some quality time with friends and
family and perhaps in your favorite hunting stand (or your own happy place).  I know I
will be spending a lot of quality time sitting in one learning about life through the eyes of a
nine-year-old. 

Here’s to 2016!  Please be safe and enjoy your holiday season.

– Mark Willett
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Machine Shop News
Wow, 2015 is almost over.  This year has really gone fast.
On behalf of all MS employees we are wishing everyone a
Merry Christmas and happy New Year.  The machine shop
is at the point of the year when we are planning for 2016
and the seasonal uptick in our business.  Stock plans are in
place and we are now beginning to fill our warehouse in
anticipation of 2016 business.  Our marketing group is
projecting business levels at about the same as 2015.  This
will mean steady order entry and manufacturing but no
 expansion from what we had this year.  In addition to
 normal business activity, we continue to reinvest in our
 facility and equipment.  In 2016 we have several projects
planned to continue these efforts.   

A special thanks to Charlie Stanley who has 19 years of
service and will be retiring in January.  On behalf of Clow
Valve Company, we wish you all the best and hope you

find retirement everything you want it to be.  It is dedi-
cated employees like you who have helped make Clow
what it is today.  Good luck as you start this new chapter
in your life. 

Projects
Here is a look at our largest capital project in 2015.  We
replaced a 1000 mm machine center with a 1600 mm ma-
chine center.  The new machine will allow us to machine
our largest valve body in house, 48”, and machine up to a
72” body if that size is ever developed at Clow.  This project
took more than two years of planning and the machine
took ten months to build.  The foundation poured for this
machine has over 193 yards of concrete in it which took
twenty three concrete trucks to deliver in just over four
hours.    

The machine shop has several projects planned for 2016
Capital Projects for 2016 are:
• 600mm Horizontal Machining Center
• 6200 Mazak Multiplex
• 250 hp air compressor
• Replace one forklift
• Mist collection for the NC machining areas
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Metal Casting
 Facility News

Clow Metalcasting Facility  recently
hosted Viking Pump/ IDEX
 Corporation for an OSHA/VPP
mentoring session in Oskaloosa, IA.
Viking Pump is going through the
OSHA conciliation process and was
suggested by IOSH to visit Clow's
MCF to benchmark and learn from a
VPP STAR site. 

Viking Pump  operates an iron and
specialty steel alloy foundry in Cedar
Falls, Iowa. We had a very productive
visit and learned new things from
each other. “That is what it's all
about,” says John Grahek Assistant
MCF  Manager.

Pictured Front L-R:  John Grahek MCF
 Assistant Manager., Al Sundt Iron Foundry
Superintendent, Tim Schellets, Maintenance
Superintendent, Randy Schultz, HR/Safety.
Back row, Jerry Fairbank, MCF Safety
 Engineer, Greg Powell Operations
 Maintenance. Manager, and Dan Proctor
Alloy Foundry Manager.

What’s Shaken Out at the MCF?
We can’t believe another year has almost come and gone. Fall is finished
and the holidays are among us. Before we know it snow should be falling
and  temperatures dropping.  We want to wish everyone a safe and healthy
holiday season.  Whether we are hunting, ice fishing, or just playing
around, remember our Safe Start training – mind on task, eyes on task!

Production in the iron foundry has been on an upswing this fall
 compared to a slower summer. Order entry has increased and so have the
production hours. The forecast looks to be the same finishing out the year
and into the 2016.  Iron scrap rates are at an all-time low, we thank you
for your continued  efforts at controlling processes. Year-to-date, our iron
foundry scrap rate is 3.21% vs. our goal of 4.0%.  In October, we had a
record scrap month in our  history of 2.1%, great job!

The brass foundry operations have followed the iron foundry with order
entry and the same forecast for the rest of the year and into 2016.  Brass
has made great strides with the implementation of ECO brass and the
changes that we have learned from this unleaded allow.  The patience 
and understanding that everyone has demonstrated is appreciated.  The
changes have involved tooling, process modifications, and finishing
 castings.  We have developed a good understanding of this alloy and will
continue making improvements.  Our brass scrap is running year-to-date
3.80% vs. our goal of 4.0%.

Plant projects are completed for the year. Improvements have been made
on how we clean sand up and the reduction of shoveling.  We will install
another vacuum system in our brass foundry, a positive ergonomic
 improvement handling spill sand.  The newly purchased floor sweeper is
making a big difference in the plant, enhancing our walking and working
 surface conditions. Our large casting shakeout is in operation, making a
difference on our side floor molding operation. Future projects in both
foundries are underway and our continual commitment to being a world
class operation isn’t slowing down.  These are exciting times to be a metal
caster! Your suggestions and input are requested as we make strides
 improving our operations!

The VPP culture remains strong. We have hosted a number of visitors
this year learning how we as a team sustain our VPP status. This says a lot
for your commitment toward being a leader with safety in the metal cast-
ing industry. Positive comments from our visitors reinforce the direction
of our programs and employee involvement. Your active participation is
appreciated and needed. The VPP committee again represented Clow and
McWane at the governor’s safety conference this past November, speaking
on how we sustain our VPP culture at the MCF, very impressive!

Finally, as we end our year and move into a new one, we want to thank
you for working safely around each other and for helping us become the
successful operation we are in the metal casting industry. Please take the
time and enjoy your friends and family to the fullest during the holiday
season. 

– Dave and John
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McWane Pollution Prevention Challenge – Everyone’s a Winner
ENVIRONMENTAL

McWane held its annual Pollution Prevention
 Challenge (P2C) that invited any McWane employee to
submit suggestions that will reduce or eliminate pollutants.
Suggestions may also include the increased efficient use of
raw materials or protecting natural resources.   The final
presentations for McWane’s 2015 Pollution Prevention
Challenge (P2C) have been chosen and will be made on
Friday, December 11th.  This year, there were a total of 26
judging forms that were submitted throughout the corpo-
ration to qualify for the final presentations.  Clow Valve
Company was well represented as indicated by having
three of the final 10 presentations.   The following are
 descriptions of the three Clow entries: 

1)  The successful replacement of leaded brass alloys with
the new “lead-free” alloy EcoBrass®.  This change has
 required the services of many Clow individuals from
 updating product brass component specifications to
 modifying gating and tooling.  Clow Valve Company is
the only valve and hydrant producer in the US today using
the patented “lead-free” alloy EcoBrass®.  Other brass
foundries are using bismuth alloys which are associated
with importation and cost issues.   

2)  The Lampe and
Sinto core machines
have all successfully
been converted
from using phenolic
cold box resins to
the use of
 Carbophen 100
with CO2 gas as
the catalyst.  This

change eliminates the handling of other highly flammable
catalysts.  The use of Carbophen 100 also significantly
 reduces volatile organic carbon (VOC) emissions including
those associated with phenol and formaldehyde.  

3) The iron grinding baghouse was successfully
 utilized to control emissions from both the iron pangborn
equipment and iron grinding equipment.  This allowed the
elimination of the old Pangborn baghouse.  Successful
transitioning the iron pangborn emissions to the iron
grinding baghouse also eliminated fugitive emissions
 typically associated with older “shaker type” baghouses.
All emissions through the tightly controlled iron grinding
baghouse are now continuously monitored.  

2015 United Way Campaign
Clow wrapped up its 2015 United Way Campaign

at the end of November. Congratulations and thank you
to all those that helped us raise money for this great
cause.  Clow team members raised almost $23,000 and
Clow gave a company donation of $45,000. The United
Way Campaign helps us raise money that goes to great
causes within our community. Not only does the United
Way need donations but also
 advocacy and volunteers. If you are
interested in volunteering please visit
www.volunteermahaska.org.  

In the spirit of Christmas, Clow
team members purchased Christmas
gifts for 20 SEIDA Christmas kids
this year.  Team members purchased
gifts from the wish lists that the kids
put together to make sure no kids go without gifts this
Christmas season.  The children and SEIDA are very
thankful for the generosity of Clow team members.  
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Clow Valve Wins McWane Ergo Cup Competition,
Advances to National Ergo Cup in Orlando

Project Summary
The goal was to eliminate the manual force required

to assemble the hydrants.  After a significant amount of
brainstorming, the team built a prototype in the main
manufacturing plant in Iowa.  The prototype consisted of a
stand with a rotating table and clamps to prevent the
 hydrant from falling over during assembly.  One side of
the table has vertical rails that have a slide mounted
 between the rails and attached to a counter balance device.
A torque gun is mounted to the slide.  This mount supports
the torque gun during use and absorbs 100% of the rota-
tional torque as it is raised and lowered to orient with the
different opening heights on the hydrant. The construction
process went through several iterations to optimize the
 assembly table, which allowed us to further reduce the
 effort required to manipulate the torque gun for assembly.
An improvement on the current model in Corona added a
linear bearing to the mount to make it easier to move the
torque gun in and out from the hydrant.  As a result of
this improvement, the assembler only has to manually
start the inserts and use the torque gun to drive the insert
in and seat against the hydrant body.  As an added benefit,
custom made sockets were designed to fit the outlets.
They were optimized for fit function and weight.  

Team members from the Clow Valve Company in
Corona won first place in the sixth annual Ergo Cup com-
petition sponsored by its parent company, McWane, Inc.
The winning team included members from Clow Valve
Company in Oskaloosa, Iowa.

The Clow team will represent McWane at the Na-
tional Ergo Cup competition in Orlando, Florida, on
March 21, 2016.  

The Clow Corona team members are Alfonso
Zamorano, hydrant test operator; Arturo Islas, clean up;
Rene Perez, shipping; and John Bouman, assembler. The
Clow Oskaloosa team members are Chad Bollinger, hy-
drant assembly; Kyle Huelsman, product engineer; Chris
Prendergast, Director of process improvement; and Chris
Stanley, tool room. Each team member received a $1,000
gift card.

Clow’s winning project was a custom designed and
built assembly station that eliminates the manual intensive
requirements of inserting brass inlets into wet barrel
 hydrants. The new assembly station allows team members
to produce hydrants with reduced ergonomic stress to
their upper bodies, necks, arms, shoulders, elbows, and
hands.  The Reba Score which measures the level of
 rgonomic stress in a job dropped from a 9 to a 2.

Left to right: Chris Stanley, Chad Bollinger and Kyle Huelsman. Left to right: Chris Prendergast, Alfonso Zamarano, John Bouman,
Rene Perez, Artuo Islas.

We would like to thank all of the Clow team  members that continue to strive to make Clow a success and improve
our processes. We have a great team that constantly strives to be better and this project is just one  example of that.  
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Clow hosted its annual Clow Oskaloosa Family Picnic this year on Saturday, August 29th. There were around 600
team members, retirees and family members that attended this year’s picnic, held at Nelson Pioneer Farm.  Attendees were
greeted with a new emergency car kit, along with a wonderful BBQ dinner catered by Country Catering.  Attendees were
kept busy as they played in a variety of games, got their face painted, played lazer tag, raced cars, climbed the rock wall,
bounced on the bouncy rides, took a ride on the train, and enjoyed their favorite desserts.  This year’s prize winners and
game winners are listed below. Thanks to all those that attended and helped make this year’s picnic a great success. 

Prize Winners:
Girls Bike: Sombat San
Boys Bike: Nhoeuy Ches
Hawk Tickets: Jason Sanders
Grill: David Phillips
Canopy: Paul Callahan
Cooler & Chair: Alex Pierce
Fishing Kit: Gary Greenhalgh
Cyclone Tickets: Sam Fay
TV: Robert Yeager
Digital Camera: Bob Bateson

Bags Winners:
Dain & Katie Netland, 1st
Zach Tremmel & John Strasko, 2nd
Adam Hol & Tim M., 3rd

Horseshoes Winners:
Richard & Chris Miller, 1st
Gary & Skylar Purdy, 2nd
Shane Utterback & Luke Parson, 3rd
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On Thursday, October 29th , 2015 Clow held its first
annual Service Awards Banquet at Woodranch Grill in
Corona to honor 2015 service award recipients.  Attendees,
along with their guests enjoyed dinner and recipients were
awarded a crystal globe engraved with their years of
 service, along with a gift card that was presented by Mark
Willett, Clow GM, and Ruben Valverde, plant supervisor.
2015 Clow Corona recipients included (left to right):
Mark Willett (GM), Jim Ryan-Outside Sales (35 years),
Ruben Valdverde (Plant Supervisor), Eric Benson (15
years), Connie Williams-Production Team(5 years), John
Jackson-Plant Manager (5 years), Charles Gomez –
 Production Team (5 years), Jack Kosinski-Shipping Team 

The Corona environmental compliance audit was
 recently conducted by a team of corporate environmental
staff.  The auditors identified areas in which the site can
improve, several relating to storm water.  Due to California’s
new storm water program which came into effect July of
this year, the facility will investigate treatment options in
2016 in order to improve storm water quality in order to
meet the California benchmarks. 

There were several projects completed in 2015 which
have the potential for significant environmental benefits.
The new paint mixing system along with the recent
change in using a separate single component base coat has
the potential to reduce liquid paint waste by half.  A new
application unit was recently installed for the powder coat
booth which will have better transfer efficiency and will
result in reduced paint usage and waste generation.
 Because these changes are recent, the actual savings are
unknown but will be monitored with the intent to submit
in the McWane Pollution Prevention Challenge.  Moving
in to the new year, the facility will continue to evaluate
opportunities for improvement.

2015 Clow Corona Service Awards Banquet

Corona Environmental

CORONA NEWS

(5 years), and John Bouman- Production Team (5 years).
Congratulations to all recipients and Thank You for your
commitment and hard work! 

2015 Corporate EHS-HR Conference
The Corporate EHS-HR Conference was held in Birmingham Alabama at Ross Bridges Hotel in September.

 Members of Clow’s EHS-HR management team attended the conference, joining various other professionals in their field
to network, train, improve and strategize with their counter parts from other McWane Facilities. During the three-day
conference, Clow team members spent time in various trainings and seminars, and also enjoyed a little entertainment. This
conference serves as a great benefit for team members and was enjoyed by all.  This
year’s attendees included: Doug Stracke, Dain Netland and Tiffany Smith with
the Environmental Group, David Cummins and
Tiffany Tremmel with the HR Group, and Jerry
Fairbank from the Safety Group.
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The Clow Corona Team enjoyed an end-of-summer family picnic with locally catered fine dining, bouncy
 castles,  bicycle riding, fishing, and quality family time.  We, most assuredly gave thanks to our one-man social
 committee, Rene Perez for pulling the event together. The location selected was absolutely brilliant; Prado Regional
Park ensured a good time was enjoyed by all in attendance. 

Clow Corona Family Team Picnic

Rene put on a fishing clinic. Ruben Islas and Celine Zamorano
learn from the master.

Mike and Jessica Haecker debuted the triplets at their first Clow Valve Picnic; Audrey, Austin, and Tristan kept their parents busy in the
bouncy castle all day.

We also remember
our co-worker Todd
Little who passed
away unexpectedly in
August.  Our Clow
 Corona team has lost
a beautiful human
being.  

May his happiness
and love always be
how we remember
him.  

Knut, Gabriel, Art and Jack enjoy some cold lemonade after a
bike ride around the park.

Never taking our focus away from health and safety, we
have  modified all of our forklifts and floor sweeper with
blue safety  lights for easier identification from a distance.
Thanks to Chris and our team members in Iowa, our
 hydrant and breakoff production lines received ergonomically
beneficial improvements with the additions of assembly
 tables that  alleviates the builders of physical wear and tear
from pounding on  components with hammers and
muscling parts together against spring tension.  

More can be read about this project in the Ergo Cup
article on page 5.  
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John Lanser

Clow Valve held two health fairs recently which
 promoted the complete wellness of team members (i.e.,
physical, emotional and financial well-being). Since they
have two facilities (the casting facility and the machine
shop) which are geographically separated, they held a two-
day event. 

The fairs were held in a large tent which was pitched
in the parking lots in permanently drilled holes. They
 invited local businesses throughout the community
 including the YMCA, Oskaloosa Police Department,
 Edward Jones Financial, an Employee Assistance Program
representative, a massage therapist, a dietician, a face skin

cancer detection machine, an optometrist representative, a
Fitness Center representative, Oil Therapy, a representative
from William Penn University College for Working
Adults, Colonial Life representative, and a nurse practi-
tioner. Clow nurses were on hand to give flu shots. Stroke
screening was also conducted all day at the facility, along
with EAP meetings that were held at both facilities.

Team members that attended the health fair also
 submitted their names to win door prize drawings. The
lucky winners were: Curt Sarver, John Lanser, Steve Davis,
Randy Malloy, Russell Stewart, and Aaron Shinn.

2015 HEALTH ANDWELLNESS FAIR

Aaro Shinn

Russell Stewart Steve Davis

Randy Malloy

Curt Sarver

Congratulations to all the door prize winners!
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NEW EMPLOYEESNEW EMPLOYEES
Julia Ross: 9/1/15
Julia has been with
the Clow team as a
part-time account-
ing employee since
April of 2014;
 however, moved into

a full-time role as the Clow
 receptionist.  

Maggie Short:
8/18/15 Maggie 
was hired into the
 accounting depart-
ment as the new
 accountant. Maggie
brings years of

 accounting experience from Kinze
Manufacturing. 

Bradley Carlson:
12/7/15 Brad joined
the Clow team as
the Cost Accountant.
Brad brings with
him years of

 accounting experience and most
 recently worked as the  Assistant
Controller for Windsor Windows
and Doors.

Maureen Kamphaus:
11/2/15 Maureen
joined the Clow
team as the new
Safety Manager.
Maureen has over 

11 years of experience in safety man-
agement.  Most recently Maureen
was with Gardner  Denver.

Steve Werninger:
10/5/15 Steve is
Clow’s new
 National Sales
Manager. Steve
brings with him 25
years of sales and

management experience. Steve most
recently was the Vice President of
Neenah Foundry’s  Municipal
 Casting Sales. 

We would like to welcome
all of our new team
 members to Clow. 

Paul Kerkove, MCF
 Supervisor became a
grandpa again! Oliver Paul
Greene was born August
16th, 2015, and was wel-
comed home by parents
Hannah and Anthony as well as big brother Owen. 

Andy Kohler, Outside Sales
Rep and wife Megan welcomed
their first child on September
2nd, 2015. Ms. Katelyn Eileen
Kohler was 7 pounds 14 ounces
and 21 inches long. Welcome to
the world, Kate! 

Mark McDougall, Machine
Shop Supervisor welcomed his
first grandson. Mark’s daughter
Sydney and husband Dan
 elcomed Gable Jay Guiter on
October 19th, 2015. Gable
weighed 6 pounds 11 ounces
and was 19.75 inches long. 

New Babies

McWane rolled out a new
wellness initiative to Clow
Valve and was met with
great success; Feel Like A
Million was a web-based wellness program focused
on total mind, body and soul wellness. Each employee
was given their own website to track their progress
with not just exercise, but also meditation time, vol-
unteering time, and tracking sleep. The game show
feel of the web-based program made it a fun and
easy program to follow and succeed in.  Clow Valve
had 73 employees meet or exceed the goal of earning
one million dollars, and 19 employees hit a half of a
million. Each employee that met the half a million
dollar mark was rewarded with a $25 Visa gift card,
while the million dollar winners  received a $50 Visa
gift card! Great job, Clow Valve! 

Clow Valve’s Payroll Department with their Visa gift cards
(Holly French, Deb Smith and Lee Jones.)
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Valve Company
902 South 2nd Street
Oskaloosa, IA 52577

Good morning everyone,

While I was on vacation I spotted
these Clow large valves on a job site
awaiting installation. They were
 located on North Padre Island across
the causeway from Corpus Christi, TX.
You can see Laguna Madre, the bay
that  separates Padre Island from the
mainland in the background. Clow 
has a big presence in Texas and most 
of the  hydrants we saw there were
Medallion’s. Keep up the good work!

– Tom Giesel

Clow Valve in Action


